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OH, WHAT I'D DO FOR A GIRL LIKE YOU!

Words by GEO. WHITING. MUSIC BY TED. SNYDER.

Tempo di Valse

I can't understand why I'm lonely, But everything seems to go wrong. I've tried and I've tried to find feeling is there. And you, only you dear, can

some-one To love me the whole day long And finish My castles up in the air. The
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now that I’ve met you my dear...
one little word that I wait for,
I know that I’m
Means more than the

thro’ with the rest,
For I’ve waited, and waited for
whole world to me,
For those three letters Y-E-S

you dear,
Now listen while I confess
mean dear,
That happy well ever be

CHORUS

Oh! Oh! Oh! what I’d do for a girl like

What I’d do for a Girl like You.
you, Oh! Oh! Oh! tell me dear, will my dreams come true. I'd save for you, I'd slave for you, 'Cause honest dear I crave for you, Oh! Oh! Oh! what I'd do for a girl like you, you.